
In most developed countries, the labor share—the percentage 
of economic output that accrues to workers as labor compen-
sation—has declined over the last 20 years. Economists and 
policymakers study changes in the labor share over time 
because those changes indicate how much of the growth in 
labor productivity is captured by workers through real com-
pensation growth. Examining ways in which the labor share 
has changed in other developed countries may suggest the 
possible future path of the labor share in the United States. 
As Blanchard (1997) pointed out, developed countries tend 
to be similar and close to each other in terms of technologi-
cal innovation, so differences in the evolution of the labor 
share should not persist over time.1 In addition, studying 
changes in the labor share across countries may allow us to 
evaluate the generalizability of proposed explanations for 
the underlying causes of the changes.

In this Commentary, we compare changes in the labor share 
in the United States with changes in 34 other developed 
countries, including European Union (EU) member states, 
EU candidate countries,2 and other countries belonging to 

the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment (OECD).3 We investigate two potential explanations 
for changes in the labor share over time across different 
countries. The fi rst explanation suggests that changes in 
the labor share across time can be partly accounted for 
by structural changes in the sectoral composition of the 
economy and partly by movements in the labor share within 
sectors (see Elsby et al. 2013 for the US case). The second 
explanation suggests that changes in the relative price of 
inputs, particularly a decrease in the relative price of invest-
ment goods, may have induced fi rms to replace labor with 
capital, such as machines and software (see Karabarbounis 
and Neiman 2013). Other reasons for changes in the labor 
share have been suggested, such as deunionization, increases 
in globalization that induced more international trade and 
offshoring, and changes in demographics, among others, so 
our analysis is not exhaustive and does not rule out the ef-
fects of other variables. However, the explanations we focus 
on are those that appear in the papers most often cited in 
the literature. 
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Structural Changes in Sectoral Composition 
as an Explanation
According to Elsby et al. (2013), the decline in the US labor 
share happened because of two changes in the US economy. 
The fi rst was a shift in the country’s sectoral composition 
from a high-labor-share sector (manufacturing) to a low-
labor-share sector (services). Second, the labor share within 
the manufacturing sector itself declined over time, and this 
decline was not compensated for by an increase in the labor 
share within the services sector.  Elsby et al. suggest that 
these combined changes led to the observed decline in the 
overall US labor share.

Figure 1 shows that the decline in the labor share was steeper 
in other developed countries than in the United States, and it 
started earlier. In fact, most research shows that the major-
ity of developed European countries started experiencing a 
decline in the labor share in the mid-1970s (see Commission 
2007), while the decline began in the late 1980s in the United 
States (see Armenter 2015 and Elsby et al. 2013). 

Figure 2 depicts changes in the composition of industrial 
sectors in the United States and other developed countries.4 
We focus on the period 1997–2015 because the data are 
comparable across countries in this period because of uniform 
methodology.5 As shown in the fi gure, there was a shift from 
manufacturing toward services in all countries, but the shift 
was signifi cantly less pronounced in the United States.

Moreover, as shown in fi gure 3, the decrease in the labor 
share within the manufacturing sector has been mostly a 
US phenomenon; that is, the share of manufacturing output 
that accrues to workers in the form of compensation has de-
clined in United States but not in other developed countries. 

So, while the share of manufacturing jobs has declined less 
in the United States than in other developed countries, 
US workers retained less of the output produced in the 
sector in the form of compensation than did workers in 
other developed countries. In fact, the average labor share 
in manufacturing in other developed countries actually 
increased slightly over the period 1997–2015. In addition, 
while the labor share in the services sector was mostly fl at 
in the United States in the 1997–2015 period, it increased in 
other developed economies. As a result, the gap between the 
manufacturing and services labor shares has decreased in 
other developed countries.

Overall, fi gures 1–3 show that the decline in the labor share 
in the United States has occurred because of changes both in 
sectoral composition and changes in the labor share within 
sectors over time. By contrast, in other developed countries 
the shift in sectoral composition from manufacturing to 
services, while it occurred and was in fact larger than in the 
United States, is unlikely to account for the overall decline in 
those countries’ labor share. That is because changes in the 
labor shares within those sectors in other developed countries 
have resulted in a smaller gap between the labor shares in 
the two sectors. Because labor shares in manufacturing and 
services are more similar in other developed countries, shifts 
in sectoral composition from manufacturing to services affect 
the overall labor share less than in the United States.

Changes in the Relative Price of Investment 
as an Explanation
Karabarbounis and Neiman (2013) suggest that a decline in 
the relative price of investment goods is responsible for the 
downward movement in the labor share. To investigate this 
hypothesis, we plot the change in the relative price of invest-
ment goods over time across all countries in the sample 
using data from the Penn World Table (fi gure 4, panel A).6 
Similar to what Karabarbounis and Neiman found, we see 
a decline in the relative price of investment goods. This pat-
tern is broadly consistent with the hypothesis that suggests 
a capital-labor substitution could trigger the decline in the 
labor share that is observed in the data. A similar pattern—
although somewhat less steep—is observed when we use an 
alternative measure of the relative price of investment goods 
that is based on data from the World Bank’s World Devel-
opment Indicators (WDI), shown in fi gure 4, panel B.7

The benefi t of the WDI measure is that it allows us to present 
the results for the United States and other developed coun-
tries separately, without the above-mentioned concerns about 
uniform methodology. This comparison is presented in fi gure 
5, and it shows that movements in the relative price of invest-
ment goods have been similar for the United States and other 
developed countries, although the decline in the United States 
has been larger, a difference that possibly explains the bigger 
decline in the US manufacturing labor share.
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A. Manufacturing

Figure 2. Sectoral Composition 

B. Services

Figure 3. Labor Share within Sectors
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Figure 5. Relative Price of Investment Goods

Figure 4. Global Price of Investment Goods

A. Penn World Table data B. World Development Indicators data
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Conclusion
In most developed countries, the labor share has declined 
over the last 20 years. However, the underlying reasons for 
the decline may be different in the United States and other 
developed countries. We fi nd that explanations based on 
changes in the sectoral composition of the economy are bet-
ter suited to explain the US experience than the experience 
of other developed countries. Both the United States and 
other developed countries experienced a shift from manu-
facturing to services, and the shift was in fact smaller in the 
United States, but because labor shares within each sector 
are more similar in other developed countries, the sectoral 
shift affects those countries’ overall labor share less than in 
the United States where the gap is more signifi cant. 

We also fi nd that explanations for the decline in the labor 
share based on a decline in the relative price of investment 
goods triggering a substitution of capital for labor are 
broadly consistent with the empirical evidence in both the 
United States and other developed countries. However, 
the decline in the relative price of investment goods was 
signifi cantly larger in the United States, and the size of 
the decrease could possibly explain a bigger share of the 
decline in the US labor share.

Footnotes
1. The evolution of the labor share in developing countries 
tends to be quite different than the evolution observed in 
developed countries (see Harrison 2005).

2. Candidate countries are countries that have applied to 
become members of the European Union and are in the 
process of negotiations to determine whether they can join 
the EU. http://ec.europa.eu/environment/enlarg/candidates.htm

3. In order to calculate the labor share and related measures, 
we combine the following databases: the AMECO database 
provided by the European Commission, the UN database 
from the National Accounts Offi cial Country Data, the Penn 
World Table, and the World Bank’s World Development 
Indicators. Our estimates for total labor share include the 
following countries: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, 
Canada, Croatia, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Denmark, 
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ice-
land, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, 
Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, 
Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and 
the United Kingdom. Data sources can be found at the 
following locations: AMECO, https://ec.europa.eu/info/busi-
ness-economy-euro/indicators-statistics/economic-databases/
macro-economic-database-ameco/download-annual-data-
set-macro-economic-database-ameco_en; the UN database, 
http://data.un.org/Explorer.aspx?d=30; Penn World Table 
(PWT) and the relative price of investment goods, https://
www.rug.nl/ggdc/productivity/pwt/; the World Bank’s World 
Development Indicators (WDI) and the relative price of 
investment goods, https://data.worldbank.org/products/wdi.

4. The only available data source that allows us to perform 
this decomposition came from the UN database.

5. The statistics for each country or area are presented 
according to the uniform table headings and classifi cations 
as recommended in the United Nations System of National 
Accounts 1993 (1993 SNA). Different series numbers 
(dimension “Series”) are used to store different time-series 
versions of national accounts statistics. In addition to differ-
ent methodologies, different series numbers are used when 
data are reported in different currencies, fi scal years, or by 
different sources. Furthermore, data are stored under a new 
series number whenever there are signifi cant changes in 
compilation practices that make the time series no longer 
comparable. In our calculations, we focus on series that 
follow the 2008 SNA national accounts methodology and 
are coded Series=1000. The drawback of using this restric-
tion is that it limits us to the 1997–2015 period. More details 
are presented in the online appendix that accompanies this 
Commentary.

6. As Karabarbounis and Neiman (2013) point out, the Penn 
World Table (PWT) data are converted using investment-
specifi c and consumption-specifi c purchasing power parity 
exchange rates. This measurement is undesirable for our 
exercise because we want to know the price of investment 
relative to consumption that a domestic producer faces. Fol-
lowing Restuccia and Urrutia (2001), we divide the PWT 
relative price of investment (pli/plc) of each country by the 
PWT relative price of investment in the United States. We 
then multiply this ratio by the ratio of the investment price 
defl ator to the personal consumption expenditure defl ator 
for the United States, obtained from the Bureau of Econom-
ic Analysis. Moreover, we normalize the result by indexing 
the fi rst observation for each country to be one. We take 
logs and standardize results such that the value at 1980 is 0. 
This procedure yields for each country the relative price of 
investment measured at domestic prices. Finally, because all 
the calculations involve adjustments based on the US price 
defl ators, in order to avoid spurious comovements, we pres-
ent all countries together and do not split out the US change 
from the change in other developed countries.

7. We follow the calculations presented by Karabarbounis 
and Neiman (2013) using World Development Indicators 
(WDI). In particular, we divide the fi xed investment defl ator 
by the private consumption defl ator, where the defl ator is 
created as the GDP defl ator, i.e., (nominal/real)*100. More-
over, we normalize the result by indexing the fi rst observa-
tion for each country to be one. Finally, we take logs and 
standardize results such that the value at 1980 is 0.
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